
Key benefits
 • Enables marketers to rate 

households by likely  
financial resilience

 • Represents the intersection  
of affluence, estimated  
income, spending capacity,  
and aggregated credit

• Goes beyond credit scores  
and overcomes limitations of  
thin or damaged files to better 
differentiate consumers by  
financial health

 • Can be applied to any customer  
or prospect file with name  
and address

• Available in two formats for 
maximum flexibility: a Score  
and an Index

 • Developed for use in non-FCRA 
applications across the  
customer lifecycle

 • Measures do not include the use  
of protected-class demographics 

Consumer financial stress may be impacting your marketing and  
account management efforts
Many consumers today are challenged by inflation and job changes, while some  
may be impacted by fluctuating accommodations and over-extending financially. 
The combination of these elements can mean financial stress for consumers.

For marketers and risk managers, this financial stress presents increased 
uncertainty for acquisition and account management efforts. It can be more  
difficult to differentiate which consumers are likely to be able to keep spending  
plus meet current and future financial commitments.

What’s more, credit scores don’t tell the whole story. Marketers and risk managers 
that rely heavily on credit scores for acquisition and account management may be 
missing out on other pieces of the consumer wallet — resources that consumers 
have available for spending or paying bills. In fact, over 91.5 million consumers have 
thin or no credit files* which can create a significant gap in reaching new audiences 
and segmenting existing customers for appropriate treatment.

Introducing a new way to assess consumer financial health
Financial Durability measures from Equifax provide unique insight into households’ 
likely financial resilience — meaning how likely a household is able to keep spending, 
plus meet current and future financial obligations, even when under financial stress.

These measures are offered in two formats. As a household-level scoring system, 
Financial Durability Score™ provides a 1 to 5 rating, with a 5 representing households 
that are the most financially resilient. Financial Durability Index™ provides a 1-1000 
index for more detailed use in models or file appends where a more granular 
approach is needed. Both Financial Durability measures are non-FCRA solutions that 
go beyond credit scores and overcome the limitations of missing, thin or damaged 
credit files.

Financial Durability

*Equifax analysis. 
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Financial Durability Score and Index measures can help marketers and risk 
managers differentiate consumers for acquisition efforts, inform pre-collections 
strategies, assist with treatment prioritization for delinquent accounts, and increase 
recovery for accounts in collections. Both Financial Durability Score and Financial 
Durability Index are built without the use of protected-class demographics.

Combines key elements of financial capacity
The Financial Durability model provides an indicator of financial resilience by 
analyzing the intersection of multiple financial capacity measures:
 • Affluence — based on a foundation of anonymous invested assets
 • Estimated total household income — based on income from wages, assets, 

business, and retirement funds
 • Spending power — discretionary funds available to spend, save, or invest,  

after accounting for fixed expenses of life
 • Aggregated credit — such as credit utilization and delinquencies

Rate households to enhance acquisition, account management,  
and collections
Financial Durability measures can be used by many types of companies, including 
financial services firms, lenders, automotive, telecom, retailers, insurance, 
healthcare, and more. It can be used for non-FCRA applications across the  
customer lifecycle.
 • Enhance acquisition targeting with an indicator of financial resilience:

 – Expand Prescreen and pay-over-time audiences by identifying consumers  
with modest, low, or no credit scores, but high durability 

 – Fuel digital acquisition efforts with Financial Durability Digital Targeting 
Segments to differentiate online households by likely financial resilience

 • Deepen customer relationships with high-durability households:
 – Identify high-durability accounts for offers such as credit line increases,  

balance transfer and debt consolidation
 • Inform account / portfolio management and prioritize collections:

 – Use durability to better segment accounts by likelihood of delinquency and  
for pre-collections account treatment strategies

 – Prioritize high-durability households for focused retention
 – Rank order accounts in collections by durability to increase recovery
 – Better understand risk of credit and pay-over-time portfolios

 • Augment models:
 – Supplement existing in-house models that incorporate credit scores and 

traditional income variables
 • Two delivery options:

 – Available as a 1-5 Score and a 1-1000 Index measure for increased customer 
flexibility in file appends or model use

Financial Durability Score or Index measures can be appended to any customer 
or prospect file or in real time with name and address, and are also available on  
Amazon Marketplace and Snowflake. For enhanced online marketing, use Financial 
Durability Digital Targeting Segments.

Contact us today to find out how Financial Durability Score or Financial Durability 
Index can help your company better assess the financial health of your prospective 
and current customers.

USISmarketing@equifax.com • equifax.com/ddm

Financial Durability 
Index has been 
found to provide  
an average 6%  
lift in improving  
risk separation  
for a 30 DPD 
delinquency versus 
individual Economic 
Insights measures.  
Equifax analysis

Differentiate  
households by 
financial resilience to 
enhance marketing 
acquisition, account 
management, and 
collections efforts.

6%

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/search/results?searchTerms=equifax
https://www.snowflake.com/data-marketplace/?_sf_s=equifax#datasets
https://datadrivenmarketing.equifax.com/digital-targeting-segments/financial-durability/
https://datadrivenmarketing.equifax.com/digital-targeting-segments/financial-durability/
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